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Our parts of the IMLS grantOur parts of the IMLS grant

Richer metadata, e.g., MODS, MARC, Richer metadata, e.g., MODS, MARC, 
extended DCextended DC
Best practices Best practices -- for metadata creation and for metadata creation and 
data implementation (currently)data implementation (currently)
Collection level description Collection level description -- for clustering for clustering 
analysis, for integration with search and analysis, for integration with search and 
registryregistry
Interface changes Interface changes -- big and smallbig and small



PortalsPortals

Portal #1: DLF membersPortal #1: DLF members’’ metadata recordsmetadata records
43 institutions; over 880K records43 institutions; over 880K records
http://www.hti.umich.edu/cgi/b/bib/bib-
idx?c=imls;page=simple
Portal #2: DLF membersPortal #2: DLF members’’ MODS metadata recordsMODS metadata records
http://www.hti.umich.edu/m/mods/
4 institutions (4 institutions (LoCLoC, Indiana, OCLC, , Indiana, OCLC, UnivUniv of of 
Chicago); over 330K recordsChicago); over 330K records



Portal #1: DLF membersPortal #1: DLF members



Portal #2: MODS recordsPortal #2: MODS records



Portal #2: MODS recordsPortal #2: MODS records



Portal #1: DLF members: resultsPortal #1: DLF members: results



Portal #2: MODS records: resultsPortal #2: MODS records: results



Portal #1: DLF members: resultsPortal #1: DLF members: results



Portal #2: MODS records: resultsPortal #2: MODS records: results



Use of portalsUse of portals

Test portals with ScholarTest portals with Scholar’’s Advisory Group s Advisory Group 
(and users)(and users)
Which portals should be maintained?Which portals should be maintained?
Which functionality should be integrated?Which functionality should be integrated?
How integrate different metadata formats?How integrate different metadata formats?
How integrate collection level descriptions: How integrate collection level descriptions: 
item or set level?item or set level?



Next steps: soonNext steps: soon

Interface tweaks: ex. listing subject Interface tweaks: ex. listing subject 
vocabularies usedvocabularies used
Metadata mapping tweaks: ex. separate Metadata mapping tweaks: ex. separate 
fields for each separate hierarchical subject fields for each separate hierarchical subject 
value in MODSvalue in MODS
Functionality: ex. Boolean in one search boxFunctionality: ex. Boolean in one search box
Testing EmoryTesting Emory’’s clustering tool in s clustering tool in 
conjunction with conjunction with UIUCUIUC’’ss collectioncollection--
descriptiondescription--added repository registry added repository registry 



Next steps: biggerNext steps: bigger

Thumbnail grabber: include thumbnails in Thumbnail grabber: include thumbnails in 
results, as in CIC Portalresults, as in CIC Portal
Date normalizationDate normalization
Create our own MODS metadata as a DPCreate our own MODS metadata as a DP
Make metadata downloadable from portalMake metadata downloadable from portal



QuestionsQuestions

Kat Kat HagedornHagedorn
khage@umich.edukhage@umich.edu
University of MichiganUniversity of Michigan

Digital Library Production ServiceDigital Library Production Service
www.oaister.orgwww.oaister.org
www.dlxs.orgwww.dlxs.org
www.umdl.umich.eduwww.umdl.umich.edu
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